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Does Your Organization have Some or Many of these Attributes?







Has mission critical applications built using Microsoft Access.
Has applications built by non-professional developers that have become business essential.
Are concerned about scalability and performance.
Have large complex Microsoft Access databases or many concurrent users.
Need to centralise business data to facilitate disaster recovery and business continuity.
Has a large number of highly distributed Access applications/databases with corresponding
issues of maintenance, management, support, backup, duplication, unknown numbers or
which is the latest and most current version of the truth.
 Limited technical options but conversion/rewrite time/cost/complexity considerations
driving a feeling of it’s “all too hard”.

Are these some of your Key Business and Technology Drivers?
 Economic efficiencies offered through evolving services, e.g. Cloud based services.
 Need/Desire to deploy and utilize Business Intelligence tools to maximize customer
retention; improve support; research and develop new products and markets; etc.
 Adherence and compliance with legal, financial, professional and industry standards.
 Holistic views of a company’s entire corporate data asset, including data mining, to provide
essential business insight.
 Creation of new and fresh web based client experiences.
 Evolving Corporate policy driving application and data into centralized corporate repositories.
 Significant management, maintenance and security challenges, as databases are typically
copied and shared leading to many uncontrolled, unsynchronized and unauthorized versions.
 Software development and re-engineering of Access applications often become convoluted
and inefficient in their design impacting robustness, limiting further development.
 Inefficient use of network bandwidth; performance, concurrent usage and database size
limitations in Access.

Then with Access to SQL Server conversions the 2SQL
automated conversion process can  Reduce the timeframe of conversion and migration programs routinely in excess of 80%.
 Dramatically drive down project costs, approaching a 75% fall in investment levels, through
significant reductions in specialist tactical resource requirements and engagement periods.
 Mitigate the conversion risk by rapidly locating and rectifying every known Conversion Issue.
 Achieve an automation outcome of between 95% and 100%, solving multiple occurrences of
over 250 unique categories of issues, encompassing 1000’s of distinct issues.
 Reduce deployment timeframes & failure risks by fully automating the deployment process.
 Remove the requirement to retrain Users as the Access User interface remains unchanged.
 Eliminate the need for application re-engineering.
 Deliver exceptional customer experiences such as a recent one where 2SQL converted a
database in under 2 hours compared to a manual conversion estimate of 500+ man hours.

